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Slitter Machine Operator is removes finished product from machine, and checks for 
quality by following written checklist and procedures, Placing finished product into 
pallet and adheres identifying labels, Performing minor machine maintenance such 
as cleaning and oiling machines, blades, or work pieces; emoting vacuum canister 
and end waste take up reels.

EXPERIENCE

Slitter Machine Operator
ABC Corporation - MAY 2000 – SEPTEMBER 2013

 Produced high quality product while maintaining optimum machine 
speed.

 Setup machines to customer specifications (measuring blades, setting
controls per material).

 Set up and run Preco Laser unit to perforate materials.
 Used a micrometer to check size and quality of perforations.
 Labelled and packed product to ship.
 Used of Shop Floor, Axapta, SAP systems to create roll labels, pallet 

labels, and production reports.
 Created a well organized inventory, per machine.

Slitter Machine Operator 
Delta Corporation - 1996 – 2000

 Performed precise cutting using a slicing machine to generate the 
finished product, above and beyond the standards of the company for
distribution.

 To set an operator machine for metal feeding and cutting.
 Included Running machine, cutting out defects in paper rolls, and 

splicing the rolls back together.
 I started off being a packer, Id check tapes, package tape, weigh up 

boxes, and palletize.
 Then I became a slitter machine operator.
 Consisted of making sure the tape was cutting straight an clean, 

sharpening the blades every time, loading up the tape rolls for the 
process,.

 Main position was to run a slitting machine and cut down labels to 
ensure they are ready to ship out to the customer.

EDUCATION

 Diploma In General Classes
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SKILLS

Slitting Machine Operator, Communication Skills.
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